Newsletter CSC – August 2019

Welcome to our latest newsletter, which we hope will keep you updated on our latest news and activities across the CSC community.

Your CSC Management Team

News

Communications Focus
August 8, 2019
We want to share the development and success of the Concrete Sustainability Council far and wide. We have re-established our Communication Committee to take on some of the work that is required to do this and to put in place a strategy and plans to help support operators, regional system operators and interested stakeholder learn more about what we are doing.
read more

HOP³ Consulting joins the Concrete Sustainability Council as Affiliate Member
May 27, 2019
Bernard Mathieu, through HOP³ Consulting, brings in valuable competencies in sustainability related to the concrete and cement sector.
read more
CSC gains recognition as non-for-profit organization
July 16, 2019
The Concrete Sustainability Council – CSC – has been formally recognized by the Geneva Cantonal Tax Authorities as a non-for-profit organization. read more

CSC proudly presents the updated CSC Technical Manual
June 17, 2019
As of today, CSC Version 2.0 is enhanced by three new systems read more

CSC-Certification now available for Mobile Plants
June 11, 2019
As of today, the CSC has made available new certification modules for “Mobile Concrete Plants” and for “Mobile Recycling Plants”. read more

CSC-Certification now available for Recycling Plants
June 11, 2019
As of today, the CSC has made available a new certification system for recycling plants. read more

First two upgraded certificates in Turkey
August 2, 2019
The certificates of the two ready-mixed concrete plants of “ÇİMKO” have been upgraded in Turkey read more

Unical earns the first concrete plant certification in Italy
July 2, 2019
Uncal S.p.A. is part of the Buzzi Unicem Group and the first concrete company to earn a CSC-certificate in Italy. 
read more

CSC Germany released a video promoting CSC
June 24, 2019
What is the Concrete Sustainability Council (CSC)?
read more

First Meeting of the Concrete Sustainability Council (CSC) Turkish Advisory Board
May 28, 2019
Turkish Ready-Mixed Concrete Association (THBB), member and Regional System Operator of the Concrete Sustainability Council (CSC) organized the first meeting of the Concrete Sustainability Council (CSC) Turkish Advisory Board on May 24, 2019 at Ankara Chamber of Industry.
read more

Events
Second Iberoamerican Congress of Precast Concrete
September 11, 2019, 8:00 AM
read more

Vakbeurs Openbare Ruimte (public spaces trade fair)
October 2, 2019, 9:00 AM
read more

Innovation in Focus
October 9, 2019, 9:00 AM
read more